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Unemployment rate

http://www.google.co.uk/publicdata/explore?ds=z8o7pt6rd5uqa6_&met_y=unemployment_rate&idim=country:uk&fdim_y=seasonality:sa&dl=en&hl=en&q=unemployment+rate+ukhttp://www.google.co.uk/publicdata/explore?ds=z8o7pt6rd5
uqa6_&met_y=unemployment_rate&idim=country:uk&fdim_y=seasonality:sa&dl=en&hl=en&q=unemployment+rate+uk

Unemployment' is only part of the overall picture of people who lack, but want, paid work: even during the current 
recession, around half of all those who lack, but want, paid work were considered to be 'economically inactive' 
rather than 'unemployed', either because they are able to started work immediately or because they are not actively 
seeking work.  Lone parents and those who are sick or disabled usually count as 'economically inactive' rather than 
'unemployed'.  In other words, the people who lack but want paid work divide into two broad groups of roughly equal 
size, namely those who are officially (ILO) unemployed and those who are considered to be economically inactive 
but nevertheless want paid work. but nevertheless want paid work. 
http://www.poverty.org.uk
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 • In 2010, there were around 4.7 million people of working-age who wanted to be in paid work but were not.  This is a substantial increase compared with 2008 (3.9 million) and a slight increase com-
pared with 2009 (4.6 million).  The vast majority of this increase has been among those who are unemployed rather than among those who were economically inactive but wanted paid work.  The 4.7 
million people represents 12½% of the total working-age population.
• As a result of the sharp rise since 2008, the number of people of working-age who want to be in paid work but are not is now back to the levels of the mid 1990s.  Throughout this period, the number 
who were economically inactive but wanted paid work remained broadly unchanged.  However, the number who were officially unemployed changed considerably:
◦ 1995 to 2001: falling unemployment, particularly in terms of long-term unemployment.
◦ 2001 to 2005: stable unemployment.
◦ 2005 to 2008: rising unemployment.
◦ 2008 to 2009, sharply rising unemployment.
◦ 2009 to 2010: stable unemployment, but with a rising proportion who are long-term unemployed.
•• So, the number of unemployed people had already been rising for a number of years before the recent recession, from 1.4 million in 2005 to 1.6 million in 2008, before jumping to 2.4 million in 2009.
• One consequence of these trends is that the mix of people who want to be in paid work but are not has changed over time.  More specifically:
◦◦ Although the total number of people who were unemployed was similar in 2010 and 1995, the proportion who were long-term unemployed was lower in 2010 than in 2005: in 2010, a third of those who 
were unemployed had been unemployed for more than a year compared with two-fifths in 1995.  Obviously, this is because 2010 is earlier in the recessionary cycle than 1995 was, so the number of 
long-term unemployed is less.  Equally obviously, this might well change over the next few years.
◦◦ Whilst the number of people who were who were economically inactive but wanted paid work in 2010 was around half of the total number lacking but wanting paid work, a decade ago they were a 
much higher proportion of the total (typically around three-fifths).  Clearly, policies for reducing worklessness need to cover those who are economically inactive but want paid work as well as those who 
are officially unemployed.
• The proportion of the working-age population lacking who lack, but want, paid work is highest in the North East of England, and lowest in the Northern Ireland.
•• For women of all ages, and for older men, those who are economically inactive but wanting paid work substantially outnumber the officially unemployed.  Men aged under 35 are the only group where 
the officially unemployed substantially outnumber those who are economically inactive but wanting paid work.
• For an analysis of unemployment trends by age group, see the indicator on young adult unemployment.
• Unemployment rates decrease with age, for both men and women.  The rates of those who are economically inactive but wanting paid work also decrease with age for women but increase with age for 
men.
http://www.poverty.org.uk
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Unemployment and Environmental Protection

Environmental protection almost always takes a hard hit during economic recessions.  News abounds around the country of how, especially in energy 
policy, the gains of the past few years have been offset by cheap gas and a depressed economy. A comparison of how unemployment correlates with 
attitudes on the environment and the economy confirms this.  A January 2009 Pew study shows this, with the number of people supporting environmen-
tal protection as their top policy concern greatly decreasing over the past couple years:

When unemployment goes up, people become less concerned about the environment and more concerned about strengthening the economy.  When 
the years are good, however, the public appears to be more favorably disposed towards environmental protection.
This is also shown in a March 2008 Gallup Poll.  While somewhat dated, the trend still holds, and no doubt will be excentuated when 2009 data for the 
question is made available:

The public at large perceives that economic growth and environmental protection cannot be pursued at the same time.  Just this week, a Rasmussen The public at large perceives that economic growth and environmental protection cannot be pursued at the same time.  Just this week, a Rasmussen 
poll confirmed this, with 46% of the American public believing the two to be irreconciliable, and only 32% believing the two to be reconcilable.
This does not have to be the case, especially for watershed restoration, and the greater restoration economy. These activities employ people right here This does not have to be the case, especially for watershed restoration, and the greater restoration economy. These activities employ people right here 
and now, develop small businesses that are vital to our country's economy, help restore the natural infrastructure which is vital to continued economic 
growth, and protect ecosystems of concern. Watershed restoration truly is a win-win situation. This economic downturn does not have to mean that con-
servation is put on hold. Rather, new areas of conservation such as restoration help our country emerge from the recession. Many of our leaders in 
Congress have realized this, and hopefully the American public eventually will as well.
http://www.wildlandscpr.org/blog/unemployment-and-environmental-protection
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Mr. Adam J.

Age: 24

Current location: Portsmouth, UK

Qualification: 2:1 in Architecture. Cur-
rently studying Diploma in Architecture.

Marital status: Single 

Mr. G

Age: 56

Current location: Surrey, UK

Qualification: First in History. 

Marital status: Married

8 months in 2008 after I graduated

In the beginning I used my Overdraft but when it went over the limit I  
borrowed money from my parents

I felt depressed, lost, angry and withdrawn

Money and regular income

I broke up with my girlfriend. Didn’t go out much because I didn’t have I broke up with my girlfriend. Didn’t go out much because I didn’t have 
any money and didn’t want to meet my friends because they all had a 
job. I felt isolated from the rest of the world.

Kept looking for a job. Improving my portoflio. Wanted to brush up my 
Spanish but didn’t. 

Yes. My only priority at that time was to find a job. 

22 months in 208/9/10 when I was made redundant from a 
marketing company. I am now working as a volunteer at the 
local youth club. 

After using all of the savings which was for my retirement and 
my children’s education, wedding, etc, I received Job 
Seeker’s Allowance from the local Job Centre. 

I felt vulnerable, Useless and agressive

Something useful to doSomething useful to do

I felt like a burden

Finding another life or thing to focus when was not looking for 
a job

Yes

Q01. 

How long were you unemployed?

Q02.

How did you support yourself or yourself and family?

Q03.

How did you feel when you did not have a job?

Q04.Q04.

What did you need the most?

Q05.

Any effect it had on your social life or family life?

Q06.

How did you spend your time?/What did you do?

Q07.
When you were unemployed, were your concerns toWhen you were unemployed, were your concerns to-
wards the environment protection decreased? 


